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Abstract-Measurements of solar wind implanted ions and microcraters on the surface of lunar rock 
crystals and soil grains allow the study of solar activity and the interplanetary environment and their 
possible changes in the past. Two ion microprobes at low and high mass resolution were used to 
measure depth profiles of elemental concentrations in 76215,91. From mass ratios, secondary ion 
energy measurements and high resolution separation of molecular and atomic species, Mg and Fe 
were positively identified as surface enhanced species. Surface concentrations in 76215,91 and 
76215,77 (Zinner et al., 1976) were found to be roughly proportional to microcrater densities. 
Solar wind exposure times based on measured elemental surf ace abundances agree well with 
solar flare track exposure ages. The elimination of glass splashes and vapor coatings leave solar wind 
implanted ions as the most likely source of the surface enhancements. 

The analysis of 17 plagioclase soil grains from 67601,9003 with the ARL ion probe also showed 
surface enhancements of Mg and Fe. Ratios of Mg/Fe favor solar wind as the source of the 
enhancements over glass splashes and vapor deposits on most grains. Exposure times of up to 
60,000 yr would be necessary to produce the maximum concentrations measured. This implies a 
solar wind sputter erosion rate for some crystals of only 0.0035 A/yr. 

INTRODUCTION 

LUNAR ROCK SAMPLES and soil grains contain a record of the solar activity, 
galactic cosmic rays, and the interplanetary dust environment. In the last few 
years we have been involved in a long-term effort to measure solar wind 
implanted species, solar flare tracks, and craters from micrometeoroid impacts in 
individual extraterrestrial grains (Poupeau et al., 1975; Poupeau and Johnson, 
1976; Poupeau et al., 1977; Morrison and Zinner, 1975, 1976, 1977; Zinner et al., 
1976). On uneroded rock surfaces all these three quantities can in principle be 
measured and compared. Rock surfaces contain exposure records for a time of 
approximately 1 m.y., whereas grains from deep drill cores, lunar soils and 
gas-rich lunar and meteoritic breccias sample the interplanetary environment at 
times of up to 4.4 b.y. in the past (Macdougall and Kothari, 1976). Since 
solar flare tracks are produced at a depth of down to ,...._, 1 cm the solar flare trac~ 
density distribution in lunar soil grains reflects the complicated gardening 
process of the top layer of the r-egolith (Poupeau et al., 1975; Poupeau and 
Johnson, 1976; Bibring et al., 1975, 1976; Comstock 1977) and does not give a 
simple measure of the solar activity. In contrast, microcraters and solar wind 
implanted ions both register at approximately the same shallow(~ 1000 A) depth 
and can provide relative measurements of the solar activity and the inter-
planetary dust environment in the past. 
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There are several possible scenarios one can invoke to justify looking for a 
change of either quantity. On the one hand there are several lines of reasoning 
which suggest the possibility of a change in the solar wind output. On a time 
scale of the age of the solar system there are models of an early active sun 
(Kraft, 1967; Sonnett, 1974) with a vastly increased solar wind. Even con-
ventional solar evolution models (Gough, 1977) predict a secular decrease of the 
solar wind flux proportional to r-112, where T is the time measured from the 
formation of the sun. Periodic solar luminosity changes with a time scale of 
108 yr due to interior mixing have also been proposed (Ulrich, 1976 and 
references therein) to explain the low flux of solar neutrinos (Bahcall and Davis, 
1976). Talbot and Newman (1976) conclude from a statistical analysis that the 
solar system in its history probably has encountered about 50 or more inter-
stellar dust clouds of sufficient density to completely turn off the solar wind. 
Variations of the solar activity on a time scale of 102-104 yr (Zook et al., 1977) 
also have to be considered in light of the finding by Eddy (1976) that there were 
only few or no sunspots observed during the Maunder minimum. 

Changes in the solar system dust environment on a long time scale could also 
result in several ways. First there should be a general decrease of interplanetary 
debris swept up by the planets after their formation. Hoyle and Lyttleton (1939) 
and others (McCrea, 1975; Lindsay and Srnka, 1975; Bertaux and Blamont, 1976) 
have further suggested that the passage of the solar system through compression 
lanes of the galactic arms would cause an enhanced influx of interstellar dust 
which could completely dominate the interplanetary dust flux. Such variations 
would occur with a period of 108 yr. If the source of most of the interplanetary 
dust is comets (Whipple, 1976 and references therein), short term variations on 
the time scale of 104 yr could be caused by the contribution of individual 
comets. 

For the detection of the solar wind we use principally the ARL ion micro-
probe at the Johnson Space Center (Zinner and Walker, 1975) which enables us 
to measure concentration depth profiles of solar wind implanted elements in 
individual lunar crystals and compare the surface enhancements directly with 
microcrater densities measured on the same crystals. Last year we reported the 
first ion-probe measurements of enhancements at various mass numbers (Zinner 
et al., 1976) on the surface of plagioclase crystal 76215,77. This crystal had been 
gold coated before marker ions were implanted (see Zinner and Walker, 1975, 
for the marker ion method of internal calibrations) and a certain fraction of the 
marker ions had stopped in the gold coating. Since the yield of positively 
charged secondary ions depends strongly on the composition of the matrix from 
which these ions are ejected (Anderson, 1969) this fact introduced uncertainties 
in the amounts and depth distributions of the· naturally enhanced species. 

The ARL instrument which was used to obtain most of the data on 76215,77 
also has a low mass resolution. Because of this it was impossible to distinguish 
with certainty between elements and molecular interferences at different mass 
numbers. Although on 76215,77 we reported measurements using a CAMECA 
microprobe with higher mass resolution, restricted time on this instrument did 
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Ion probe surf ace concentration measurements of Mg and Fe 3861 

not allow the full solution of the interference problem. Here we report on ion 
probe measurements on another crystal (76215,91) from the same rock face 
which were performed with special emphasis on the identification of elements 
responsible for increased surface concentrations. These measurements were 
made with both the ARL probe and a high resolution CAMECA ion microscope 
in the laboratory of Prof. C. Allegre at the University of Paris. We also 
re-analyzed the previous data from 76215,77 in the light of the new results on 
76215,91. Furthermore, this second crystal gives us the opportunity to compare 
surface enhancements and microcrater densities in two surface samples (albeit 
from the same rock). In addition we report the first ion probe measurements of 
individual plagioclase crystals from a lunar soil sample (67601,9003). 

SAMPLE DESCRIPTION AND EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

Sample 76215,91 (Fig. 1) is a ---- 3 mm long plagioclase crystal. Like 76215,77 it was broken off the 
surface of 76215,32. Although both crystals come from the east-pointing face of 76215 (for a more 
detailed description see Zinner et al., 1976), the exact relative orientation of the two samples is 
unknown. After being mounted with epoxy onto an SEM stub, 76215,91 was coated with ---- 100 A of 
gold. Photomosaics at a magnification of 1 0,OOOx were made at various locations for microcrater 
counts. Concentration versus depth profiles were measured with the ARL ion microprobe for 15 
different masses (12, 13, 24, 25, 26, 27, 47, 48, 49, 52, 53, 54, 56, 57, 197) at eight locations on the 

A ARL RUNS IEFOft 
IMPLANTATION 

+ ARL RUNS AFTER 
IMPLANTATION 
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f - f ' , . 

AREA OF CAMECA AUNS 
8EFOR£_ fMPLANjAr10N 
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I f ' 1 t 
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rER- u.PLANTATION 

Fig. 1. SEM photomicrograph of 76215,91. Areas are indicated where various 
measurement runs were made with the ARL IMMA and CAMECA IMS 300. 
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crystal. The experimental technique for these measurements is described by Zinner et al. (1976). All 

ARL measurements were made with an No2- beam of 9 kV and a beam current of 0.2 and 0.3 nA. 

The beam was rastered over an area from 48 x 72 µ., to 60 x 90 µ.,. An electronic aperture was used to 

take counts only from the central 35% of each raster area. 
Subsequently, measurements were performed with a CAMECA IMS 300 which was used at both 

low and high mass resolution. An additional important feature of the CAMECA machine equipped 

with electrostatic analyzer (Vastel and Lewis, 1976; Morrison and Slodzian, 1975) is the ability to 

measure the energy distributions of secondary ions. (Shimizu and Semet, 1977; Shimizu, 1977). We 

measured secondary ion energies first for various pure isotopes (24Mg, ~i, 54Fe) implanted into 

polished sections of terrestrial labradorite samples, then for various masses on 76215,91. At high 

mass resolution we -scanned across the mass peaks of interest recording the analog signal from the 

electron multiplier on a pen chart recorder. The maximum mass resolution obtained was sufficient to 
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Fig. 2. SEM photomicrograph of the soil grain mount 67601,9003. Grains were placed 

on a glass slide and then pressed into an indium foil. 
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separate 54Fe from Al2, 56Fe from 40CaO, and 57Fe from 40CaOH. Depth profiles were obtained at high 
mass resolution by scanning repeatedly over several mass peaks and recording each peak as a 
function of time. For these runs the beam (spot size 40 µ,, beam current --- 2.0 nA) of 14.5 kV 
unseparated o- ions was rastered over an area of approximately 100 µ,xlOO µ,. No electronic 
aperture was available to exclude. edge effects. Secondary ion energy measurements of 56Fe and 
40Ca16O were also made at high mass resolution. 
·· · After these CAMECA measurements, 76215,91 was implanted with 25Mg (4 x 1015/cm2 at 
2.0 keV/nuc), 26Mg (4x 1015/cm2 at 1.0 keV/nuc), 53Cr (3x 1014/cm2 at 0.94 keV/nuc), and 57Fe (5x 
1014/cm2 at 0.88 keV/nuc) as marker ions for internal calibration (Zinner and Walker, 1975). Mag-
nesium was implanted at two different energies to obtain an estimate of the influence of the gold 
coating on the measured yield of laboratory implanted marker ions (Anderson, 1969). After 
implantation, additional CAMECA runs were made ( depth profiles and secondary energy measure-
ments). They were followed by a total of 16 runs with the ARL ion probe. This time we monitored 
mass 40 instead of 47, otherwise the conditions were the same as those for the runs before 
implantation described above. 

For 67601,9003, 64 plagioclase crystals in the size range between 100 and 200 µ, were handpicked 
under the stereo microscope, washed ultrasonically in freon and mounted by pressing them into a 
thin indium foil (Fig. 2). The grains were then implanted with 26Mg (3 x 1015/cm2 at 2 keV/nuc), 47Ti 
(1014/cm2 at 1 keV/nuc), 53Cr (2 x 1014/cm2 at 0.94 keV/nuc), and 57Fe (5 x 1014/cm2 at .88 keV/nuc). 
Coated with 50 A of gold after implantations, the grains were studied for microcraters in the SEM. 
Stereoscopic photographs were taken at low magnification ( 400-700x) to assess the topography of 
the grain surfaces. High magnification photographs (4000-28,000x) were taken to enable the counting 
of microcraters down to 500 A in diameter. Ion probe depth profiles were measured with the ARL 
instrument in 17 crystals at the masses 12, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 40, 47, 48, 52, 53, 54, 56, 57, and 197. The 
conditions were the same as those for the 76215,91 runs described above. 

ANALYSIS OF 76215 

(a) Identification of elements 
One of the limiting factors in the application of the ion microprobe is the 

presence of molecular species as well as multiply charged species in the 
secondary ion beam which at low mass resolution cannot be separated from 
singly charged atomic species. This feature puts a restriction on the number of 
solar wind implanted elements we can hope to measure in lunar minerals. We 
have used three techniques for the positive identification of certain elements 
among the surface enhanced species that are measured in lunar grains: (1) 
Measurement of apparent isotopic ratios with the ARL probe at low mass 
resolution and prior to marker ion implantation. (2) High mass resolution scans 
of various mass peaks with the CAMECA IMS 300. (3) Measurement of the 
energy distribution of secondary ions. 

Magnesium. Depth profiles taken on the surface of 76215,91 at masses 24, 25, 
and 26 before implantation of marker ions reproduce the normal isotopic 
abundances of 24Mg, 25Mg, and 26Mg within the precision of the measurements 
(Fig. 3). Magnetic scans across the masses 24, 25, and 26 taken with the 
CAMECA IMS 300 at a resolution of 2500 did not reveal any multiple peak 
structure. This mass resolution is sufficient to separate the magnesium isotopes 
from ions like 12C2 +, 23N aH+, 48Ca ++, 48Ti++, 12C2H+, 24MgH+, 23N aH2 +, and 5°Ti++. 
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Fig. 3. Depth profiles at masses 24, 25, and 26 as well as at masses 52 and 53 in 
76215,91 taken with ARL ion probe before implantation with marker ions. As 
previously (Zinner et al., 1976), depth is measured in units of the integrated beam 
current density. Instrumental conditions are given in the text. The scales for the 
vertical axes of the two graphs are proportional to the normal terrestrial abundances of 

24Mg, 25Mg, 26Mg, and 52Cr, and 53Cr respectively. 

We thus can rule out such interferences. The third piece of evidence that the 
surface enhancements at masses 24, 25, and 26 are due to magnesium comes 
from the measurement of the secondary energy distribution in the CAMECA 
instrument. It is a well-established fact that the energy distribution of sputtered 
charged secondaries is very different for atomic and molecular ions (Jurela, 1973, 
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1975). Atomic ions are ejected with higher average energy than molecular ions 
whose energy distribution falls off much more rapidly. This result can either be 
used to suppress molecular interferences by accepting only high energy secon-
dary ions or to identify the nature of a signal at a given mass peak by measuring 
its energy distribution (Shimizu, 1977; Shimizu and Semet, 1977). The effect is 
shown in Fig. 4 which gives measurements of the secondary ion signal as a 
function of decreasing sample voltage in samples of terrestrial labradorite that 
had been implanted with several atomic species. It can be seen that the signals 
for 24, 48, and 54, which are due to implanted ions of Mg, Ti, and Fe, fall off 
much less rapidly than the mass peak at 56 which is due primarily to the 
molecular species CaO. Figure 4 also shows data at high mass resolution where 
CaO and Fe can be separated. Voltage curves for the masses 24, 25, and 26 
obtained from 76215,91 at low mass resolution follow closely those of atomic 
ions implanted into terrestrial feldspars. We thus conclude that we have un-
ambiguously identified magnesium as a surface enhanced element that can be 
measured in plagioclase without any interference problems. 

Iron. In contrast to magnesium we find major interferences at all three main 
Fe isotopes at low mass resolution (Ah at 54, 40CaO at 56, 40CaOH at 57). 
Relative to the Fe isotopic abundances, the interference is smallest but still 
substantial at mass 54. ARL depth profiles show surface peaks at 54 and 
sometimes also at 56 but it cannot be assumed a priori that these peaks are due 
to iron. The interference of CaO is so large that even subtraction of the 
background level at depth does not give 54/56 ratios for the surface enhanced 
species that agree with the normal 54Fe/56Fe ratio. Fortunately, at high mass 
resolutir'\n in the CAMECA IMS 300 (Fig. 5), we can separate molecules from 
elemental iron. The following results were obtained from measurements before 
implantation: (1) The ratios of the low mass peaks agree with those of the 
normal terrestrial iron isotopic ratios. (2) Voltage runs at mass 56 show the 
characteristic different behavior (Fig. 4) between 56Fe and 40CaO. We thus have 
identified Fe on the surface of 76215,91. In depth profiles at high mass resolution 
the 54Fe, 56Fe, and 57Fe signals fall off as a function of depth (while still 
maintaining the correct isotopic ratio) whereas the 40CaO and Ah signals build up 
to a constant level as do the signals for Ca and Al themselves. This means that 
we can interpret the surface enhancements at mass 54 (and sometimes 56) as 
being due to iron since such surface enhancements could not originate from Al2 

or 40CaO. Only 40CaOH shows a fall-off with depth but that apparently reflects 
the changing H concentration in the sample. 

Chromium. Although there is a much higher relative background at mass 53 
(Fig. 3), low resolution 53/52 peak ratios (average of .144 of eight runs taken before 
implantation) are similar to the isotopic ratio of 53Cr/52Cr (.114). However, on the 
basis of this ratio we cannot rule out interferences from 25Mg28Si and 24Mg28Si (the 
25Mg/24Mg ratio is .129). On the other hand, data from terrestrial feldspars implanted 
with Mg indicate that MgSi interference should account for < 4% of the observed 
enhancements. The results of high mass resolution and voltage runs on the 
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Fig. 4. Secondary ion intensity versus ion energy for various elements and molecules. 
Data were taken with a CAMECA IMS 300 ion microscope with an electrostatic 
analyzer. At low mass resolution (......., 300) distributions for masses 24, 48, and 54 are 
from laboratory implanted isotopes of Mg, Ti, and Fe in a terrestrial labradorite sample. 
The curve at mass 56 is due to the combined effects of 40CaO (dominant) and 56Fe 
(minor). At high mass resolution (-- 3000) 40CaO and 56Fe can be resolved and are 
plotted separately. The curves do not show directly the secondary energy distribution 
but are the results of selecting ions within a certain energy window (whose width is 
determined by the aperture between magnetic and electrostatic sector which is different 
for high and low mass resolution) whose position is moved towards increasing energies 
by the amounts indicated on the x axis. In practice this was achieved by changing the 
accelerating voltage of the secondary ions (sample voltage) which is normally set to 

4500 V. 

CAMECA instrument are unfortunately inconclusive because of the low signal at 
mass 52 and the short time we had available on the machine. 

Titanium. Low resolution profiles at masses 47, 48, and 49 give 47 /48/49 
ratios that are quite different from 47Ti/48Ti/49Ti ratios. Both masses 47 and 49 
appear enriched relative to mass 48 compared to titanium. At these masses we 
can expect a variety of interferences (NaMg, Mg2). Signal strengths at high mass 
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resolution were not sufficient to separate Ti (if present) from molecular inter-
ferences. At mass 48 most of the signal is due to 48Ca which we can subtract 
after measuring 40Ca (the separation of 48Ti and 48Ca would require a mass 
resolution of more than 10,000), thus we can still use the mass 48 peak to set an 
upper limit on the surface concentration of Ti. 

Other elements. We previously reported surface concentrations of carbon 
and phosphorus (Zinner et al., 1976). At mass 12 we expect some interference 
for 12C from 24Mg++. We can resolve these two species at high mass resolution. 
Furthermore, from measurements of 25Mg++ artificially implanted into 76215,91 
we expect this interference of 24Mg++ to be less than 5% of the observed mass 12 
signal. However, the major problem with the measurement of carbon and 
phosphorus is terrestrial contamination. There are many possible sources for 
such contamination (e.g., Filleux et al., 1976). In our case the implantation of 
marker ions which is an integral part of our technique apparently deposits 
carbon from the vacuum system. An additional problem for phosphorus is the 
existence of only one stable isotope which excludes the possibility of using the 
marker ion technique. For these reasons, we did not pursue the measurement of 
carbon and phosphorus. 

(b) Measurement of surface concentrations 
After the artificial implantation of marker ions several depth profiles of Mg 

and Fe were measured at high mass resolution with the CAMECA IMS 300. For 
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reasons explained by Zinner et al. (1976) the operation of the CAMECA with 
14.5 kV 160- ions for the primary beam and no electronic apertures resulted in 
depth profiles with long tails. For these runs all the naturally surface enhanced 
isotopes (24Mg, 54Fe, 56Fe) showed a fall-off with depth similar to the implanted 
markers 25Mg, 26Mg, and 57Fe. All the profiles measured with the CAMECA IMS 
300 had long tails (see above) and profiles of different elements did not appear 
very different in shape. Depth profiles taken at low mass resolution with the 
ARL were sharper and showed a better depth resolution. In these profiles the 
naturally enhanced 24Mg followed more closely the 26Mg implanted at 1 ke V /nuc. 
This agreement, however, is quite fortuitous in particular because of the 
presence of the gold coating prior to implantation. For both CAMECA and ARL 
runs we obtained surface concentrations by measuring the areas under the depth 
profiles of natural and artificially implanted isotopes. In order to account for the 
stopping of low energy implanted marker ions in the gold coating we used the 
area under the 25Mg profile (implanted at 2 ke V /nuc and thus less influenced by 
the coating). Both 25Mg and 26Mg (1 keV/nuc) were implanted with the same total 
dose but the ratio of the areas under the 25Mg and 26Mg profiles varied from 1.1 
to 1.8 for different runs. These measured Mg ratios were applied as correction 
factors for Cr and Fe for which marker ions were also implanted at low energies. 
The concentrations thus obtained were given in Tables 1 and 2 of our abstract 
(Zinner et al., 1977) for the Eighth Lunar Science Conference. 

Since submission of the abstract we have analyzed a series of lunar plagio-
clase grains from 67601 (see below) where we implanted the marker ions be/ ore 
coating the samples with gold. The depth profiles of marker ions measured in 
these grains (Fig. 7) agree with those of ions artificially implanted into polished 
terrestrial sections. The comparison of the areas under the marker 26Mg profiles 
in these grains with the 27 Al signal gives values which vary by only --- 20-30% but 
which are in the average higher by a factor of 2.3 than this ratio measured in 
76215,91. Since the 27Al values in the two samples are similar, we take this as 
evidence that a large fraction of the marker ions implanted after the Au coating 
was emplaced end up in the coating. Comparing the two types of experiments we 
have corrected our previous data to take into account this missed fraction of 
marker ions giving the new results shown in Table 1. Natural concentrations 
scatter appreciably from run to run. This scatter, however, was remarkably 
reduced if we selected only runs from smooth areas on the crystal (Fig. 1). This 
selection of topographically smooth areas was done a priori by an independent 
observer who was not aware of the ion probe results. Only these data are given 
in Table 1. 

Also presented in Table 1 are microcrater (pit diameters 0.1 IL) densities 
measured in several regions and the fraction of the areas covered by thin glass 
accretionary disks (pancakes). 

Upper estimates of Ti surface concentrations were derived from mass 48 
profiles with the use of Ti/Mg elemental sensitivity ratios obtained from ter-
restrial feldspars and 67601 grains implanted with these two elements. Apparent • 
surface enhancements at mass 48 are quite variable from run to run and not 
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Table 1. Surface concentrations, elemental ratios, and pit densities in 76215,91. The elemental 
measurements are from selected ARL runs before (type A runs) and after (type B runs) 

implantation of marker ions. 

Glass 
Run Mg Cr Fe 24Mg/Al Fe/Mg Pit (% of area 

(1014/cm2) (1013/cm2) (1014/cm2) * (106/cm2) covered) 

Al 0.84 
A2 0.46 1.0 2.0 
A3 0.31 
A4 0.25 

Bl 3.5 1.1 3.8 0.26 1.1 
B2 3.1 0.80 3.6 0.26 1.2 1.1 1.1 
B3 4.9 1.5 0.51 

Average 3.8 1.1 3.7 0.41 0.98 

* Area under 24Mg profile (Fig. 2) divided by Al counts at plateau in units of 10-3 atoms 
sec/cm2

• 

correlated with the enhancements of Mg and Fe. Typical inferred upper values 
for Ti/Mg vary between .03 and .10. 

(c) Comparison of 76215,77 and 76215,91 and discussion 
In the light of the results from 76215,91 where the natural surface concen-

trations were lower and the doses of the implanted marker ions higher, we 
re-analyzed the profiles previously obtained from 76215,77. From the 76215,91 
depth profiles it was clear that comparing the areas under the profiles rather than the 
peak heights was a better procedure. This re-analysis affected mainly the chromium 
values where the amount of artificially implanted 53Cr was small relative to the 
natural mass 53 signal and where a sizable amount of the artificially implanted 53Cr 
signal apparently came from ions implanted into the Au-coated samples. Only six 
runs had been made on 76215,77 and none of those were from very smooth areas. 

We now consider the origin of the observed surface enhancements in these 
crystals. Three possibilities are considered: (1) solar wind implantation, (2) 
natural surface contamination, principally due to glass splashes, and (3) vapor 
deposited coatings (Zook, 1975). In considering 76215,77 we previously argued 
that there was simply not enough visible glass on the surface (typically 1-2%) to 
account for the observed enhancements. The current results strengthen this 
conclusion. Crystal 76215,91 does not differ appreciably from 76215,77 in the 
proportion of the surface that is coated with glass pancakes. However, the 
crystals differ considerably in both the amount of surface enhancement and in 
the number of impact pits. The enhancements are thus correlated with the 
density of microcraters and not with the percentage of visible pancakes. Vapor 
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coatings such as have been suggested by the Cornell and Pittsburgh groups (Gold et 
al., 1974, 1975, 1976; Baron et al., 1977) are somewhat harder to rule out. We 
previously argued that such vapor coatings might be expected to reflect the average 
composition of the lunar soil at the local sites. In this respect the Fe/Mg ratios are of 
little use in these Apollo 17 samples to infer the source of surface enhancements. In 
Fig. 6 we plotted the surface concentration of Fe against that of Mg measured in 
76215,77 and 76215,91. Although the Fe/Mg ratios are close to expected solar wind 
values they agree equally well with the average agglutinate composition at the site 
(Rhodes et al., 1975). However, the upper limits we obtained for surface Ti 
concentrations are up to a factor of 10 lower than those of the average agglutinate 
concentrations. This represents a strong argument against the vapor deposit origin 
of surface enhanced Mg, Cr, and Fe and supports the findings of other investigators 
(Grant et al., 1974; Dran et al., 1977; Housley and Grant, 1976, 1977) who also fail to 
observe surface coatings. This conclusion is also greatly strengthened by the results 
obtained on lunar soil grains to be discussed shortly. 

Table 2 shows a comparison of the surface concentrations and microcrater 
densities in the two crystals ,77 and ,91. The CAMECA results on ,91 differ 
considerably from those obtained with the ARL ion probe. However, the optical 
microscope of the CAMECA instrument did not allow us to select a precise 
location of the selected area on the rough surface of the crystal during analysis. 
Only afterward was it discovered that the runs were taken in a deep valley of the 
crystal (see Fig. 1). Furthermore, it is not clear whether the correction factor of 
2.3 obtained from the measurements on implanted soil grains obtained with the 
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Table 2. Comparison of surface concentrations and pit densities of two 
crystals from 76215. 

76215,77 76215,91 76215,91 
Analysis ARL CAMECA ARL 

Surf ace concentration 
(atoms/cm2

) 

Mg 1.0 X 1015 0.14 X 1015 0.39 X 1015 

Cr 1.7 X 1013 1.1 X 1013 

Fe 0.66 X 1015 0.11 X 1015 0.38 X 1015 

Fe/Mg 0.66 0.75 0.98 
Cr/Mg 0.017 0.030 

Pits (> 0.1 µ, )/ cm2 (2.4-4.9) X 106 1.1 X 106 

Surf ace Mg/pit density 
(109 atoms/pit) 0.20-0.40 0.35 

Solar wind exposure 
age* (yr) for 

Mg 2.5 X 104 0.33 X 104 0.96 X 104 

Cr 4.4 X 104 2.3 X 104 

Fe 2.1 X 104 0.36 X 104 1.20 X 104 

Solar flare track 
exposure age (yr) 1.6 X 104 

*For an east pointing surface normal to the local lunar horizon 
(Zinner et al., 1976). 

3871 

ARL probe can also be applied to the CAMECA data. If we compare only ARL 
runs which were made on flat areas, the ratio of microcraters to the surface 
concentrations is quite similar. Although both crystals ,77 and ,91 were taken 
from the same plagioclase xenocryst in 76215,32 (Morrison and Zinner, 1975), 
their exact local orientation is unknown and could easily be different enough to 
explain the difference in pit densities and surface enhancements. An alternative 
explanation is that a piece of the original xenocryst was broken off exposing the 
surface of ,91 at a later point in time than that of ,77. The essential finding, 
however, is the fact that the surface enhancements tend to be correlated with the 
number of microcraters. 

Also given in Table 2 are the exposure ages of the two crystals, based on the 
assumption that the surface enhanced species are due to solar wind implanted ions. 
These ages were calculated assuming a H solar wind flux of 2.5 x 108 ions/cm2 sec 
with the Cameron (1973) elemental abundances. In the case of 76215,77 where solar 
flare tracks have been measured (Blanford et al., 1975; Morrison and Zinner, 1977), 
the solar wind age agrees well with the solar flare track age although uncertainties in 
the solar flare flux and the surface orientation of the crystal prevents this from being 
a definitive proof that the surface-enhanced elements have a solar wind origin. 

In summary, we have positively identified magnesium and iron as enhanced 
species on the surface of two crystals from 76215. While we do not have any 
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direct evidence for the solar wind nature of the enhanced surface concentrations 
there are several indirect arguments for such a source which are essentially 
based on the exclusion of other possible sources. First, surface concentrations 
are correlated with microcrater densities. That in itself only states that both 
quantities are proportional to the exposure geometry or the exposure time of the 
detector surface. However, we can exclude glass splashes (not enough of them, 
not enough titanium) and impact produced vapor deposits (not enough titanium). 
Furthermore, the solar wind exposure times inferred from the amounts of Mg 
and Fe are close to that obtained from solar flare track measurements. All these 
facts suggest a solar wind origin of the elemental enhancements. 

ANALYSIS OF 67601 PLAGIOCLASE SOIL GRAINS 

(a) Results of ion probe measurements and surf ace documentation 
Figure 7 shows ARL depth profiles for natural and artificially implanted ions 

of Mg and Fe obtained from one of the 67601,9003 soil grains (Fig. 2). Definite 
profiles were obtained for Mg in all 17 cases and in 16 cases for Fe (mass 54). 
Figure 7 is typical in the sense that all runs showed natural profiles to be much 
shallower than those from artificial implantations made at 1 ke V /nuc. Otherwise 
the depth profiles at masses 24 and 25 looked quite similar with two exceptions 
where the maxima were located at smaller depths than those for 1 ke V /nuc ions 
but where the fall-off was slower than that of 26Mg (2 ke V /nuc ). Fe and Mg 
surface concentrations varied considerably from crystal to crystal but when we 
plot the Fe against the Mg values (Fig. 6), 10 out of the 16 cases where we could 
measure both elements lie close to the Cameron abundance line. Two of the five 
cases falling outside the graph show other abnormal features: #2 and #5 are the 
cases with slow falloffs of the Mg profiles mentioned above and #5 shows a bulk 
Mg concentration which is approximately ten times that of the other grains (.7% 
versus an average of 640 ppm). Because of the presence of Ah at mass 54, the 
errors on the Fe concentrations are much larger than those on the Mg concen-
trations. 

Surface enhancements at mass 52 have been found in all analyzed grains. 
However, depth profiles are much more superficial than those of Mg and Fe. 
Possible "chromium" surface concentrations derived from these profiles and the 
implanted 53Cr vary greatly and do not show any correlation with Mg concen-
trations. Furthermore, these "chromium" concentrations are at least an order of 
magnitude higher than would be expected from the solar wind in contrast to 
76215 where the Cr overabundance (Table 2) was approximately a factor of two. 
We are forced to conclude that we are dealing with some form of surface 
contamination whose nature we do not yet understand. 

Noticeable surface enhancements at mass 48 can be found only in rare cases. 
Even then the surface amount is on the order of the error of this value. As 
before, we still can set upper limts on the titanium concentrations. We obtain 
upper limits on the Ti/Mg ratio which vary from 0.008 to 0.040 with an average 
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of 0.024. These values are again much lower than those for the average soil or 
agglutinates (0.053). 

In addition to low magnification stereopairs we have taken a few high 
magnification SEM photographs of each of the analyzed grains. Of all 64 
crystals, 14 were found to contain microcraters on the one face pointing up. This 
number is a minimum since large surf ace areas could not be studied at the high 
magnification necessary to resolve pits 0.1 IL in size. Of the 17 crystals 
analyzed in the ion-probe, 10 showed microcraters. In these ten cases we have 
made extended high magnification mosaics, although in no case was the whole 
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area which was finally analyzed in the ion-probe completely covered by the 
mosaics. In six cases we found a large enough number of pits that pit size 
density distributions between 0.05 and 0.2 µ (in same cases .5 µ) could be 
measured. Five of these density distributions showed slopes on a log-log plot 
which were similar to those found on rock surfaces (Morrison and Zinner, 1975, 
1977) or on other soil grains (Poupeau et al., 1975). In one case we found an 
enhanced number of larger craters relative to the other cases (the ratio of the 
number of craters .5 µ divided by the number of craters .1 µ is enhanced by 
a factor of --- 5 compared with the other grains). In general the density of craters 
varies greatly on the same crystal. The highest crater densities (> .1 µ) found 
were _.._ 7 x 107/cm2 but those were seen only in selected smaller areas. 

The glass coverage (pancakes, disks) varies greatly from grain to grain. Some 
grains are quite clear with a coverage of only 1-2% whereas others (e.g. #5) are 
almost completely covered with glass. 

(b) Discussion 
That data from the 67601 grains represent a preliminary look obtained under 

non-optimal conditions. In the future we intend to use low magnification stereo-
pairs to select a sub-set of grains on each mount for detailed examination. Such 
grains will satisfy the following criteria: their surfaces are flat, the inclinations 
are small, and they have a small coverage by visible glass splashes. This sub-set 
of crystals will then have their surfaces completely documented at high 
magnification for microcrater studies. The crystals will have been implanted by 
marker ions prior to gold coating and examination iP the SEM. In the press prior 
to the Eighth Lunar Science Conference these strict criteria were not applied. 
Some of the crystals have highly inclined surfaces and none has its surface fully 
documented. As a consequence we are not in a position to make any far-
reaching conclusions from these data. 

Notwithstanding this caveat, certain important features are present in the 
data. The most interesting result is shown in Fig. 6. The Fe and Mg values for 
most of the crystals lie closer to a line corresponding to the solar system 
abundances, than the line representing the agglutinate composition of this soil 
(Rhodes et al., 1975). We chose also the agglutinate composition for 67601 as 
for 75121 where only the agglutinate composition has been measured. However, 
this choice makes no significant difference for the Fe/Mg ratio. Unlike Apollo 
17 soils the Fe/Mg ratio of the Apollo 16 soil is distinct from the average solar 
system value. This provides further evidence that the bulk of the surface 
enhancements are not due to glass or vappr coatings. As in the case of the 
Apollo 17 rock sample, the maximum Ti/Mg values are also lower than those of 
the average soil or agglutinates again providing an argument against glass or 
vapor coatings. It is interesting to note that three grains (Fig. 6) show sizable Fe 
surface enhancements without corresponding amounts of Mg. Thus at least some 
grains may contain coatings of metallic Fe as suggested by Gold et al. (1974, 
1975, 1976) and Baron et al. (1977). 
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No direct measurements of Mg in the solar wind have been made. However, 
where elemental measurements are available, Geiss (1973) concluded that abun-
dances in the solar wind agree with the Cameron (1973) abundances to better 
than a factor of two. In addition, the Mg/Fe ratio in the solar corona of 0.85 
inferred from far UV measurements (Withbroe, 1975) is essentially the same as 
the Cameron ratio. Thus the data from the lunar soil grains are consistent with a 
solar wind origin. 

Before accepting the solar wind origin, however, it is necessary to examine 
all aspects of the problem. One issue that remains unresolved is the question of 
the erosion rate of lunar grains and, in particular, that part of the erosion that is 
produced by the sputtering of the solar wind itself. This erosion mechanism sets 
a limit to the maximum concentration equal to the amount of solar wind that can 
be injected in the time it takes to erode a crystal to the characteristic penetration 
depth, at which point the crystal is said to be in erosion equilibrium. Another 
way to state this fact is that there is a maximum apparent solar wind exposure 
age for lunar crystals regardless of how long they have, in fact, been exposed to 
the sun. 

Maximum erosion rates can be estimated for any given grain by measuring 
the total surface concentration of solar wind implanted species, the depth of 
implantation, and assuming that the grain is in erosion equilibrium. Estimates 
obtained this way are upper limits since the state of equilibrium is assumed. 

There are two complications inherent in this method of estimating sputter 
erosion rates, both stemming from the unknown lunar surface orientation of the 
grains during irradiation. In order to convert a total concentration to a total time 
of exposure it is necessary to know the flux actually hitting a grain surface. If we 
make the simplest assumption that the grain surf ace is parallel to the surface of 
the moon then it is relatively easy to take into account the changing flux due to 
the change in angle between the lunar surface and the solar wind direction as the 
moon rotates. Shielding of the grain by the earth's magnetosphere also is taken 
into account. Inclusion of these factors, which unfortunately are sometimes 
overlooked in discussions of the problem, lead to a factor of reduction in the 
effective flux compared to the flux that would be received by a surface in space 
that was oriented perpendicular to the arrival direction of the solar wind. This 
factor depends on the lunar longitude and latitude of the site considered and is 
0.13 and 0.14 for the Apollo 16 and 17 sites respectively. Obviously, if the grain 
is not parallel to the lunar surface the effective flux (and hence inferred erosion 
rate) changes. Sputter erosion rates calculated as described above are thus 
model dependent. 

The second complication arises from the fact that different orientations will 
very likely yield physically different erosion rates. If the solar wind comes in at a 
large angle relative to the surface normal, the retention factor will be less, the 
penetration depth will be less, and the number of sputtered atoms per incident 
particle will be greater. 

Another consequence of the erosion mechanism is to shift the depth profiles 
to shallower depths. Because of transient effects in ion yields which occur in the 
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ion-probe with our experimental setup (gold coating) at the outset of a depth run, 
we cannot be sure that we observe a peak in the concentration profiles of the 
naturally enhanced species which h~s its maximum below the sample surface. 
Based on the shape of the measured depth profiles all the crystals examined 
could have been in erosion equilibrium, the various concentrations being due to 
the difference produced by different orientations of the grains with respect to the 
solar wind. 

However, mechanisms other than erosion could equally well lead to the 
observed profiles. Apart from orientation effects, some diffusion may have 
occurred and, of course, the average solar wind energy may have been different 
in the past (Bibring et al., 1974; Gosling et al., 1976). 

Making the assumption that the grains are oriented parallel to the surface and 
taking the maximum values of Fe and Mg shown in Table 3, we obtain an upper 
limit of the erosion rate equal to --- 0.0035 A../yr for the maximum concentrations 
observed. In obtaining this value we have assumed an effective solar wind 
penetration depth at the Apollo 16 site of 210 A based on theoretical calculations 
following Lindhard et al. (1963) and Winterbon et al. (1970) of projected (not 
total) ranges in plagioclase. The results of these calculations and the difference 
between fresh implantation profiles and profiles in erosion equilibrium are given 
by Zinner et al. (1976). 

The erosion rates given above differ considerably from those determined by 
others. In comparing erosion rates determined by other methods several things 

Table 3. Surface concentrations, solar wind exposure times, and microcrater densities in 
67601 grains. 

Model Microcrater 
SW exposure (~ 0.1µ) Microcrater 

Grain# Mg Fe age* density exposure aget 
(1015/cm2) O01s/cm2) (104 yr) (107/cm2) (104 yr) 

7 .61 .76 1.7 8.1 upto9.0 
8 .80 .85 2.3 0.9 1.0 
9 .34 .45 .96 

10 2.25 1.76 6.4 
11 2.02 1.73 5.7 3.1 3.4 
12 1.87 1.80 5.3 .18 0.2 
13 .61 .76 1.7 
14 2.06 1.74 5.8 .36 0.4 
15 .46 .73 1.3 
16 1.45 1.25 4.1 5.1 5.6 

*Based on Mg surf ace concentration assuming that grain was exposed in an 
orientation parallel to the lunar horizon. 

tBased on microcrater (> 0.1µ,) production rate of 900 craters yr-1 cm-2/27T ster 
from Morrison and Zinner (1975) assuming that grain was exposed in an orientation 
parallel to the lunar horizon. 
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must be kept in mind. First, laboratory simulations cannot reproduce the 
conditions on the moon and may be misleading; for this reason, we discuss only 
those conclusions that have been reached based on direct observations of lunar 
samples. Second, we are interested only in the sputtering produced by solar 
wind ions on individual crystals. Average rates of removal of material caused by 
chipping of surfaces due to large impacts, for example, are irrelevant. 

The single experiment that compares most directly with our own gives 
excellent agreement. Buchler et al. (1977) used a rare gas ion probe to measure 
He and Ne on the surfaces of lunar ilmenite grains. Using the same assumptions 
as above and the average 22Ne flux of 1.3 x 103 atoms sec-1 cm-2 measured by 
Geiss et al. (1972), we obtain a model equilibrium exposure time of 4.1 x 105 yr 
and an equivalent erosion rate of <0.0005 A/yr. Since Ne is preferentially lost, 
this value must be considered as an upper limit. Even if feldspars are eroded ten 
times as fast as ilmenite (Bibring et al., 1977) the upper rate for feldspar would 
be <0.005 A/yr. 

Perhaps the next most directly comparable experiment is that due to Filleux 
et al. (1977), who applied a nuclear reaction technique to measure carbon on the 
surfaces of soil breccias from the 60009 core. They obtain surface concen-
trations on the order of 1015/cm2

• If this concentration represents, as Filleux et 
al. claim, a saturation under solar wind sputtering equilibrium, it would imply an 
erosion rate of 0.08 A/yr. (This value is lower than that given by Filleux et al. 
because it takes into account the time averaged exposure to solar wind over a 
lunar month). However, in these experiments the beam width is rather large 
(2 mm x 2 mm) thus the measurement applied to many crystals and includes 
other erosional mechanisms as well. The average Mg values for our surface-
exposed grains are also lower than the maximum values observed in individual 
grains. Unless it can be demonstrated that the surfaces studied by Filleux et al. 
contain a large, uniform density of impact pits, indicating that the entire 
analyzed area has been exposed to free space, the result must be taken as an 
upper limit. It may also be that carbon in lunar samples can be mobilized through 
the formation of volatile hydrocarbons. 

Independent estimates of lunar sputter erosion rates have been arrived at by 
observations of other erosion effects. Morrison and Zinner (1977) obtain an 
upper limit of ~0.03 .A/yr by observing no erosion effect on shearing filaments 
on the surface of crystal 76215,77. Similarly, McDonnell (1977) deduces a 
maximum value of 0.05 to 0.1 .A/yr (from accreta distributions of rock 12054). 
These values, which are upper limits, are reduced to 0.025-0.05 .A./yr if the track 
exposure age of 1.75 x 105 yr determined by Morrison and Zinner (1977) is used. 
The highest value so far estimated is ~0.2 .A./yr obtained by Bibring et al. (1977) 
from the analysis of the rounding of individual micron-sized dust grains. 
However, it is not clear that this analysis applies to the surface areas of large 
grams. 

In summary, there is still considerable controversy about the rate of solar 
wind sputtering. If sputter erosion rates for all crystal orientations are indeed 
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high, then our interpretation of surface enhanced ions as being due to solar wind 
implanted species would have to be re-examined. However, we believe that the 
bulk of the evidence at this time favors the solar wind interpretation. 

Table 3 also contains data on microcraters in the cases where they were 
observed. As pointed our earlier, our photo documentation of the grain surfaces 
is not sufficient to make meaningful comparisons of surface concentrations and 
microcraters on a grain by grain basis. Furthermore, ratios of these two 
quantities are expected to vary in different soil grains because of variations in 
the lunar surface orientation of individual grains during exposure to free space. 
This is because in certain orientations (e.g. north or south pointing surfaces) 
lunar grains are still exposed to the flux of micrometeorites while being 
effectively shielded from the solar wind. In order to find the range of concen-
trations of solar wind implanted ions and the corresponding range of microcrater 
densities due to micrometeoroid bombardment in a sample of soil grains we 
performed a simplified Monte Carlo calculation. This calculation was based on 
the following assumptions: (1) Individual grains are exposed to free space only 
once on the lunar surface. (This assumption which may appear extreme at first is 
discussed further below.) (2) The time of exposure was taken to be the same for 
all grains. (3) Surfaces of different grains are oriented at random with respect to 
the lunar surface. (4) The micrometeoroid flux is isotropic (Morrison and Zinner, 
1975). (5) Shielding effects due to the presence of other grains on the rough 
regolith surface are neglected. (6) The implantation probability of solar wind 
ions is taken to be independent of the angle of incidence. (7) No erosion is 
considered. 

The results of this calculation are shown in Fig. 8. The two graphs on the left 
show histograms indicating the number of grains with various amounts of 
solar wind implanted elements accumulated during a given time of lunar surface 
exposure. These distributions depend on the lunar latitude and longitude and are 
shown for the Apollo 16 and 17 sites. The essential result is that differing 
orientations cause a wide spread in the amount of injected solar wind. Grains 
that are oriented so that the solar wind arrives only at glancing angles, have low 
concentrations of implanted ions compared to grains that have an optimum 
orientation. In spite of the wide range of possible concentrations, there is a 
pronounced peak in the distribution function. As also shown in Fig. 8, the most 
probable concentration is not very different from the concentration calculated 
for a grain that has its surf ace parallel to the lunar horizon. 

On the right-hand side of Fig. 8 we show the calculated distribution functions 
for the ratio of solar wind concentrations to microcrater densities. A charac-
teristic peaking of the distribution is again in evidence. 

The assumption that the grains have been exposed only once for the same 
length of time is clearly not strictly correct in view of the statistical nature of the 
regolith stirring process. Langevin and Maurette (1976) distinguish two phases in 
the history of an individual grain in the lunar regolith: the "plateau history" 
during which the grain can repeatedly reside on the lunar surface ,and the "burial 
history" during which the grain is effectively shielded from the surface. The 
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APOLLO 16 
SITE 

APOLLO 17 
SITE 

SOLAR WIND 

APOLLO 16 
SITE 

APOLLO 17 
SITE 

SOLAR WIND/CRATER DENSITY 

Fig. 8. Plotted are the results of a Monte Carlo calculation to determine the 
distributions of the amounts of solar wind implanted species and microcrater densities 
in individual grains due to the varying orientations under which individual grains can be 
exposed on the lunar surf ace. For this calculation it was assumed that surf aces of 
different grains at random orientations were exposed just once on the lunar surf ace for 
the same length of time. Shadowing effects by other grains in the regolith were 
neglected. On the left: calculated distribution of elemental concentrations due to 
solar wind ions implanted into lunar grain surfaces. On the right: distributions of the 
ratio of the amounts of implanted solar wind species divided by the microcrater density 
on the same grain surfaces. Both distributions depend on the lunar longitude and 
latitude and are shown in the figure for the Apollo 16 and 17 sites. Units are arbitrary 
but are the same for both sites. The values denoted by the letter P are for a surface 

parallel to the local lunar horizon. 

3879 

ORSOLMIX model predicts that 100 µ sized grains already residing within the 
"lunar skin" are exposed on the surface 60 times with an average exposure time 
of 5000 yr each for a total of 3 x 105 yr (Duraud et al., 1975). Such a vigorous 
stirring, with many repeated surface exposures, would obviously sharpen our 
calculated distributions giving, in the limit, narrow single peaks. 

However, based on our experimental observations of grain surfaces, we do 
not feel that the model can be applied to the phenomena that we are studying. In 
examining hundreds of grains we have never found a grain that was more or less 
uni/ ormly pitted as would be expected if a large number of repeated surface 
exposures had taken place. Instead, there are usually one or two areas of the 
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grain that are peppered with pits, the bulk of the crystal showing no evidence for 
exposure to free space. 

We believe that the apparent discrepancy between the model calculations of 
ORSOLMIX and our observations arises from the scale of the phenomena that 
we measure. In both the case of the solar wind and the microcraters, typical 
distances involved are 1000 A. Thus coverage of the grains by a fine layer of 
dust 1000 A .in size, a situation not taken into account in the model cal-
culations, would result in effective shielding of our crystals though they would 
be considered as surface exposed in the ORSOLMIX calculations. It is for this 
reason that we specify the surface exposure as an exposure to "free space". 

The ORSOLMIX model, which is concerned with the interpretation of 
solar flare tracks in soil grains, also does not have to take into account the 
possibility that superficial chipping of individual grains may obliterate the record 
of microcraters and solar wind recorded during previous exposures. If chipping 
is important two possibilities exist: either the craters that we study in a 
particular region were accumulated over a long period of time during multiple 
exposures, the region in question simply being one that statistically escaped 
chipping or the craters and solar wind were accumulated in a single exposure on 
the surface. Although we have no way of knowing which is the true situation, 
the non-uniformity of the cratering makes us incline to the latter point of view. 

In any event, if we are dealing with multiply exposed surfaces then the 
distribution of the ratio of microcrater densities to accumulated solar wind will 
be narrower than shown in Fig. 8. The same is true if the micrometeoroids that 
produce the craters are concentrated in the plane of the ecliptic (Hutcheon, 
1975; Zook and Berg, 1975). Thus the calculations shown in Fig. 8 represent an 
extreme "worst case" situation. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

1. Surface concentrations of various elements have been measured with the 
ion microprobe in two crystals of 76215. From isotopic abundance ratios, 
secondary ion energy distributions and high mass resolution analysis 
magnesium and iron have been identified as surface enhanced elements, 
chromium may have been identified. 

2. Surface concentrations differ on the two crystals but are correlated with 
the number of microcraters. The number of glass accretionary splashes 
(pancakes) observed cannot account for the surface enhancement. The 
upper limit we measure for titanium concentrations excludes vapors 
from meteorite impacts as the source of the enhancements. 

3. The exclusion of alternative explanations, the similarity of the Mg, Cr, and 
Fe ratios and the solar abundances, and the near agreement between the 
solar wind exposure ages and solar flare track exposure ages lend weight 
to the identification of the surf ace enhanced species as directly implanted 
solar wind ions. 

4. Surface concentrations of magnesium and iron were measured on in-
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dividual plagioclase grains of soil sample 67601. The Mg/Fe ratios agree in 
most cases better with the hypothesis of solar wind origin and not with 
those of impact vapors or glass splashes. Low Ti surface concentrations 
also argue against impact vapors and glass splashes. 

5. The amounts of surface Mg and Fe correspond to surface exposure times 
of up to ,...., 6 x 104 yr. These maximum concentrations imply a solar wind 
sputter erosion rate of ,...., 0.0035 A../yr for at least some crystal orientations. 

6. Surface concentrations, microcrater densities, as well as their ratios, are 
quite variable implying a small number of individual surf ace exposure 
episodes. 
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